MODULAR Cameras
HOT-SWAP YOUR TACTICAL CAMERAS

The CORE System is completely modular, allowing operators to attach 5 different cameras to a CORE Grip or POLE Grip. The modularity of the this system provides the flexibility to quickly and easily switch camera heads during your operation.

1: CORE Under Door Camera
2: CORE Articulating Scope
3: CORE Flex Camera - 18in
4: CORE Flex Camera - 10in
5: CORE Pole Camera Head
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POLE Grip

The CORE line includes a POLE Grip that acts as a telescoping base unit for CORE camera attachments. Easily swap camera heads to best suit your mission. The POLE Grip is available in 10ft and 17ft telescoping pole options. The poles collapse down under 4ft for easy deployment and stow away.

MODULAR Grips
HOT-SWAP YOUR TACTICAL CAMERAS

CORE Grip

The CORE line includes a CORE Grip that acts as a hand-held base unit for all CORE camera attachments. Hot-swap camera heads to quickly adapt to your environment. The CORE Grip is a lightweight, hand-held unit providing complete flexibility when choosing which camera is right for your mission.